Top 10 Questions Asked at…
CCC 2
1. What can a new reentrant bring to the center upon arrival?
Reentrants are permitted a 5-day supply of clothing, shoes, any food as long as it is prepackaged,
toiletries, cash up to $500, cellular phone and a tablet. Some of the items not permitted include:
televisions, trunks from SCI, oils, clippers, linens, metal utensils, bags with multiple
zippers/compartments, cleaning supplies.
2. What are the travel permissions?
Parolees are permitted to travel anywhere within Philadelphia. If traveling to any county outside of
Philadelphia, a travel pass must be obtained from your parole agent. To obtain this permission, you will
place a request to your parole agent.
SIP reentrants can travel anywhere within Region 1 and if traveling outside of that area, would need
permission from the regional director.
3. Are visits permitted at CCC2?
Yes. Visits are permitted and conducted in the lobby area of the facility. A visiting list is to be submitted
in advance of the visit to the CCC2 counselor for approval. Visits are permitted between the hours of
0800 and 1900 hours.
4. Are reentrants permitted to drive while at CCC2?
Yes. Reentrants are permitted to drive as long as they hold a valid driver’s license, registration or
agreement from vehicle owner, and insurance. A copy of this information will need to be provided to
the center counselor. Parolee’s must also obtain permission to drive from their assigned parole agent.
5. Does the facility provide food for reentrants?
No. CCC2 does not provide food for reentrants. Upon arrival, reentrants receive food stamps and can
purchase their own items to cook/prepare at the center. The center has a full service kitchen and
grilling area on the rear dock.
6. Is there a black out period for new arrivals to sign out of the facility?
No. However, there will be orientation requirements that will need to be met within the first few days of
arrival. These requirements must be completed prior to full day sign outs being permitted.
7. Are reentrants permitted to work overnight hours?
Yes. Reentrants will be provided with sign outs to accommodate verified overnight work shifts.

8. How soon can reentrants be permitted overnight visits with family or friends?
Parolees are permitted overnight furloughs after residing within the center without any infractions for
30 days. In addition, to be eligible for furloughs, reentrants must be employed full time and working on
a home plan to submit.
SIP reentrants are to submit a furlough address as soon as possible and once approved will transition to
residing at the approved residence.
9. How long does a reentrant have to reside within the CCC?
Reentrants who need to complete the Violence Prevention Booster program need to remain in the
center until the program is completed. All other reentrants do not have a minimum amount of time to
reside within the facility. As soon as a home plan is submitted and approved, the reentrant will be
released from the CCC.
10. What resources are available to reentrants of CCC2?
Resources in Philadelphia for returning citizens are endless. The Bureau of Community Corrections and
parole staff can also submit referrals as needed for services including but not limited to: AOD, MH,
housing assistance, mentoring, family reunification, cognitive behavioral intervention, and life skills.

